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Abstract--This i  an educational-philosophical survey article on issues of special importance to all who 
are involved with the instructional uses of computers in the mathematical sciences. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer algebra systems (CASs) have the potential for dramatically affecting all aspects of 
mathematics (the way it is taught, learned, used and created) at all levels, from primary school 
through college/university to research institutes. Because of their integrated numeric, symbolic and 
graphic capabilities, CASs provide unprecedented opportunities to enrich students' understanding 
and appreciation of mathematical concepts and processes. Because of their power and increasing 
availability, abuses and misuses of CASs can also cause considerable harm to the vitality and 
integrity of mathematics education. How will we respond to these challenges? 
The aim of this article is to stimulate, and contribute to, much needed iscussion of the impact 
of CASs on the mathematics urriculum and, more generally, on the impact of evolving educational 
technologies of which CASs are early representatives. Our focus on CASs provides an important 
new context for addressing many critical issues that lie at the heart of mathematics instruction. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Focus on subject matter alone is not enough; attention must also be given to how (implicitly, 
to whom) that subject matter is taught. The present crisis in mathematics education reflects our 
continued failure to effectively communicate what mathematics i  and how it can be of value to 
changing student populations.t This is echoed throughout The College Mathematics Journal's 
Forums "The introductory mathematics curriculum: misleading, outdated, and unfair" and 
"Should mathematicians teach statistics?" See Refs [4, 5]. 
Everything that follows in this paper is predicated on the belief that the two most critical factors 
in teaching mathematics oncern "what" one conveys and "how" communication takes place. Both 
factors are intimately intertwined with information-processing and learning; each has affective as 
well as cognitive dimensions. 
"What" we communicate in mathematics instruction transcends the elucidation of 
mathematical concepts; we also convey (consciously and unconsciously) a great deal 
to students about the intrinsic nature and value of the discipline itself. 
"How" we teach mathematics also goes beyond the exchange of ideas and informa- 
tion. Our actions and instructional demands imprint students with long lasting 
psycho-social values on what it means to do mathematics and who should do it. 
1"" • • • Any surge of new enrollments during the next two decades in higher education will be led by minorities, particularly 
blacks and Hispanics." "In most community colleges today, the average age of students is thirty-six and climbing." For 
further details and a demographic portrait of students in the 1990s, see Refs [1, pp. 129-131; 2, 3]. 
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Without attention to both factors, students will vote to abandon mathematics for less demanding 
or more rewarding areas of study. As adults, they'll also vote with their political and financial 
influence. 
3. WHAT UNDERSTANDINGS DO WE NEED? 
As Paul Zorn so cogently argues [6]: 
"Compared with exact or closed-form methods, approximate, numerical, 
iterative, and recursive techniques get much too little attention.. .  Because 
closed-form methods fail with so many innocuous-looking problems, exercises and 
applications are carefully contrived, and they show it. Arc-length integral problems 
are especially ludicrous: they can almost never be computed in dosed form. 
An excellent opportunity to use numerical integration where it is needed is usually 
wasted." 
Of course Zorn is correct. But unfortunately, compared to what could be learned and taught, exact 
and closed-form methods also get too little attention. 
Example 1 
Although students may use numerical integration to compute L = S~ x/1 + {f'(x)} 2dx, any claim 
that this number is the putative arc length of y =f (x )  from x = a to x = b must be based on 
establishing that this integral does indeed measure the length of arc in question. This requires a 
clear understanding of the concept of arc length, since the standard evelopment of the formula 
for arc length contains a logical gap that appears to have eluded a sizable portion of the 
mathematics ommunity [7]. Briefly, for every natural number n, the length ~,  of the inscribed 
piecewise linear path with n segments i bounded above by the arc length .~' to be computed. Thus, 
.~ is an upper bound for the sequence {LP,} of approximating paths' lengths. Since {fin} is 
monotonically nondecreasing asn increases, the value L is the least upper bound for {~,  }. But 
how do we know that this least upper bound L really is the true arc length ~?  The increasing 
physical proximity to a curve of the approximating paths (as n increases and the partition's 
mesh tends to zero) does not necessarily imply better numerical approximations to the curve's 
true length. (Indeed, the curve y = x from x = 0 to x = 1 has true arc length x//2, but every 
inscribed polygonal path consisting of horizontal and vertical segments has length 2, no matter how 
close such an inscribed polygonal path is to this diagonal segment.) This same incompleteness exists 
in other applications of the definite integral. For instance, there is no justification in most texts 
that the definite integrals for surface area in three dimensions do indeed measure the purported 
surface area. (In general, incomplete justification of this type occurs whenever one attempts 
to compute a k-dimensional content in a higber-dimensional n-space.) This author's article, 
"The formula for arc length does measure arc length" [8], does more than remove these gaps 
in logic; it illustrates how new conceptual inexactitudes may evolve by overlooking earlier 
fundamentals. 
Example 1 demonstrates that a balanced treatment of exact and approximate methods does not 
in and of itself assure students' understanding of fundamental concepts; we need to pay much more 
attention to pedagogy and to the kinds of questions upon which initial understandings of principles 
are based. Example 1 further illustrates the extent o which CAS can enable students to apply that 
which is not well understood. Example 2 illustrates the dual aspect, where students cannot apply 
concepts that are well understood. 
Example 2 
We are much more explicit in enunciating principles than in when and how they can be applied. 
Formulas and theorems, for example, do not always carry internal information about contexts or 
situations that should evoke their use. 
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(a) CASs can be very helpful in enriching students' understanding ofquadratic equations. But 
knowing how to solve quadratic equations ymbolically, graphically and numerically (successive 
approximations) is useless for evaluating the infinite radicand 
or the continued fraction 
,/x +...+G+,/; 
X 
1+ 
X 
14- - -  
1+. . .  
if students have no awareness that these problems can be recast as y2 = X + y. (Letting y denote 
each expression's numerical value, we need only square both sides of the radical equation, and 
observe that y - 1 = x/y for the continued fraction equation.) 
(b) Students' knowledge of the Pythagorean theorem is useless if they cannot use it in 
appropriate situations [Fig. l(a)] and they try to use it in inappropriate contexts [Fig. l(b)]. 
(c) Students' attempts to solve the problems in Figs l(b)-(d) will show that they usually adopt 
the representation f the problem from the language of the statement, rather than search for the 
most efficient representation f the problem.t 
Using only a compass, measure 
of length x/3 along AB 
Find the length of 
hypotenuse c 
C 
Fig. l(a) Fig. l(b) 
Find the area of the parallelogram 
plus the area of the square 
For what values of a does 
{(xX2-y~=O 1} - -a)2+y 2= 
have 0, I, 2, 3, or 4 soluhons? 
4 a P 
Fig. l(c) Fig. l(d) 
It should be clear that a higher-order awareness i needed to be able to recognize and apply 
concepts in different relational contexts. Thus, a Herbert Simon points out [9]: 
"Instructors need to help students improve their skills in reformulating and 
restructuring problem representations. It is most important to make students 
understand that the value of their mathematically related career skills will, in large 
part, depend on their ability to recognize and construct contexts that evoke 
appropriate mathematical principles and processes." 
tin Fig. l(a), marking off P~ on AB such that APk -'- ~ yields CPk ffi ~fk + 1. In Fig. l(b), the "hypotenuse" ¢ equals 
1 since the other diagonal of the rectangle is the radius of the circle. If the "parallelogram" and the "square" in 
Werthdmer's problem [Fig. l(c)] were restructured as overlapping fight triangles of base a and height b, the desired 
area is immediately seen to be ab. Finally [Fig. l(d)], moving (~, 0) along the x-axis will quickly reveal where the unit 
circle having center (~, 0) intersects the lines y -- ±x. 
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There is no question that we shouM provide a better balanced, more unified treatment of exact 
and approximate methods. Given the already widespread accessibility of all kinds of software and 
instructional aids, the compelling questions are: how can CASa be used to provide students with 
greater understanding and deeper insights than heretofore possible? What new awareness and 
knowledge do we need in order to effectively harness and realize CASs' great potential for educational 
gain? Are we prepared to make the necessary commitments o the demands of that new awareness? 
4. OVERARCHING PRIORITIES:  ACQUIR ING AND USING KNOWLEDGE 
"Knowledge is power" is especially true in mathematics, where knowledgeable mathematicians 
use computers to amplify their intellect, to probe deeper into veins of knowledge, and to explore 
new mathematical vistas. But power is also knowledge insofar as CASs' capabilities can shape 
knowledge by influencing and directing what students perceive, do and learn. Thus, it is important 
to inquire about the impact of CASs on how concepts are introduced, developed, enriched and 
applied. 
Because there are different modes of cognitive functioning, mathematics instruction is consider- 
ably more effective when several modes of thinking are used.i" Thus, for example, convergence of
geometric series may be better understood and remembered if it is introduced via multiple 
representations--say,  (right-hemispheric) visospatial mode as in Fig. 2(a), a (left-hemispheric) 
symbolic-analytic mode as in Fig. 2(b), and a somewhat integrated symbolic-relational mode as 
in Figs 2(c) and (d). 
The computer graphics [Fig. 2(a)] readily convinces tudents that the geometric series converges 
if and only if [r I < I. For fixed r, Fig. 2(a) presents a global view across n of Sn' s evolution, whereas 
Fig. 2(b) zooms in on the particular structure of S, to corroborate the nature of its depicted growth. 
Leibniz's interpretation i Fig. 2(c) provides some understanding of what it is about geometric 
series that forces, and is manifested by, its convergence. Now students hould want to (or be 
motivated to) graphically investigate how, as n increases, the curves Sn(r)=(1- rn)/(1- r) 
approximate S(r) = 1/(l - r) over the interval - 1 < r < 1. Students may also be asked to find 
their own representations or depictions, as in Fig. 2(d) [14], of convergent geometric series. 
Figures 2(a)-(d) illustrate how multiple representations can deepen and enrich students' 
understanding about when the geometric series converges, to what, and why it does so. 
Multiple representations can do more than help students integrate critical features of concepts 
presented. By examining how well students' representations (including verbal and written presen- 
tations!) capture the intrinsic structure or generative process, we can better assess the extent o 
which they understand the quiddities of the concepts or algorithms in question.~ See Figs 3(a) and 
(b) and 4(c) and (d). 
The preceding remarks only hint at the manifold ways that CASs can help students attain and 
enrich their understanding of mathematical concepts and processes. Indeed, there is ample 
literature that illustrates how CASs can enable us to quickly and easily: 
• grasp rich mathematical structures; 
• visualize complicated functional relationships; 
• increase the malleability of mathematical objects of study (by varying their 
defining parameters); 
• pursue limiting cases to their natural conclusions or destinations; 
fToday, it is well known that here xists major differentiations f functions between the brain's left and right hemispheres. 
In the most simplistic terms, left-hemispheric thinking resembles the discrete, sequential processing of a digital calculator; 
right-hemispheric thinking simulates the concurrent, relational ctivity of an analog computer [10]. 
Cohen [l l, 12] found that white middle-class children tend to be analytic n orientation, whereas Chicano and black 
children tend to be rational. She aBo found iffe~nces in orientation among professions [13]. 
:~Gr~no [l 5] offers three general m-iteria for judging the degree of understanding ofa represented concept: internal coherence 
of the representation, its conno~tmlness to other relevant knowledge, and how accurately it captures the concept's 
essential features. 
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• make intuitive leaps by processing an increasingly complex and varied hierarchy 
of concrete cases. 
Surely these CAS capabilities can help us breathe life into static representations of principles (in 
textbooks, on chalkboards, in students' notebooks and in their minds) by interpreting such 
representations as "snapshots" (or frozen instances) of evolving processes, depicted via CASs by 
a sequence of increasingly enriched or generalized contexts. Dually, we should encourage students 
-1 
-2  
-3  
-4  
-5  
n-1  
Sn = ~-r k r :2  
k=o 
Io /I 
II 
It 9- II / 
/ I  , 8 -  I I  
~ - I  I 
~ ~- . . -~ . r - - - - t - :  , . - - - : - - .  .- 
"\2/" ~1 ,41 5 I-6 r s 9 
i , I 
r :1 
/ 
r :  I /3  
• n 
r=-2  
Fig. 2(a) 
S.  -- 1 +r+r  = + •. • +.~.  t 
rS~=r+~ +/J + • . .+r"  
(1 --  r )S .  = 1 - - r "  
I - - r "  
1--r  
F ig .  2(b)  
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r 3 
r 2 
r2_ r  3 
r - r  2 
l - r  
1 =( l - - r )+( r - - r  2)+(r 2 - r  3)+.. -  
l=( l - - r ) ( l+r+r2+ . . . )  
. ' .  r n = - - .  
.=o  1 - - r  
Fig. 2(c) 
k : l  k:l 
For any0<r<l ,  
(1 - r )  k -  r(1 - r )  k=(l  - r )  k+l 
~ r (1 - r )k~l - ( l - r )  k+l 
k=0 
U 
~( l - r )  k=l/r 
k=0 
Fig. 2(d)  
r 
1 
r 
112 3 
~ 1/2  4 
1/2  - - " 1 
1 /2  2 
1 
r (1 - r  r (1 - r )  2 
F 
r l l - r )  2 
r (1 - r )  ~ 
r (1 - r )  
r (1 - r )  3 
r (1 - r )  ~ 
r ( l - r )  
to use CASs to obtain sufficiently many multiple instantiations (across time, across parameters, or 
across exemplars) of a principle so as to grasp its essence and then somehow capture (or freeze) 
it in their own representational snapshot. 
CASs can broaden and deepen students' knowledge and provide them with an expanded 
repertoire of mathematical objects and ideas. However, it is not clear to what extent the almost 
instant availability of CAS-displayed details will deprive students of opportunities to strengthen 
and hone their intellects, or how this will affect their perseverance when immediate results are not 
readily available. (See Example 5 and Section 5.6.) How much CAS capability is too much for whom? 
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S= 1 +2+3+T. .+(n  - 2) + (n - 1 )+n 
I 3 
J 
T l 
= n/2 pairs of (n + 1) 
= n(n + 1)/2 
• • • • • e 
• • • • • • • • • . • 
• • • • * i .  ° , • . • • 
• • • • • • i ,  • • . ° . o 
• ° • • • • • i • • • • • • • 
• . . • • • • • • • , • . • 
2n  
~k + n 2 = Xk 
k~t  k=n+t  
Fig. 3(a) 
Each Pythagorean triple a, b, ~ b 2 
generates a new Pythagorean triple 
a 2 - b 2, 2ab, a 2 + b 2 = x/(a 2 - b2) ~ + (2ab) 2
C 
Fig. 3(b)t 
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Mathematical reasoning predicated on knowledge of a solution's existence may be quite different 
from reasoning that does not presuppose xistence (see, for example, Ref. [16, Chaps 4, 12]). A 
particular illustration is our earlier discussion of convergence for geometric series. For any r < 1, 
a computer-generated graph of {(n,S,:n 1> 1} demonstrates that E,~0r" converges, thereby 
enabling us to assume that S = E~=0r ~ for some number S. Thus, we may subtract rS  = E~=0 rn÷] 
from S and hence obtain S = 1/(1 - r ) .  This reasoning is quite different in nature from that in 
Figs 2(c) and (d). Here we have one clear indication of the way CAS capabilities can alter how 
we reason and attempt o solve problems. 
Introducing and applying concepts within the limitations (hardware constraints and intrinsic 
representational properties) of CAS's can also affect how we think--especially so when CASs 
cannot accommodate, or are not conducive to accommodating, how students reason.~: A few simple 
examples uffice to illustrate the ways that CASs can constrain, misdirect, or in other ways influence 
how students think and learn mathematics. 
Example  3 
(a) Because of roundoff error, both the graphical depiction {(n, S,): n >/1} and the symbolic- 
numeric depiction lim, Y~= ] ( I /k)  will corroborate that the harmonic series converges. This could 
be a pitfall; or it could offer opportunities for new insights if instructors eek to preclude this 
misconception by encouraging other representations or ways of thinking about the problem--say, 
for example, the following analogical proof that the harmonic series diverges: if S = Eff=~ (I /k) for 
some real value S, then 
s > =S 
k = l  k = l  
yields the contradiction that S > S Would this type of reasoning be more likely for students not 
having had any CAS-related experience? Would Euclid equipped with a CAS have thought of his 
analogical proof that the number of primes is infinite? 
(b) If  Gauss had been weaned on a numeric calculator, would he have thought of "pairings" 
as in Fig. 3(a)? Students who used a geoboard may discover the representations in Fig. 3(a), but 
it seems very unlikely that students using CASs would think of these dot representations. Nor 
would they be inclined toward labeling the dots in the depiction in order to immediately obtain 
i'Alvin Tirman, Geometric parametrization f Pythagorean. College Math. J. 17, 168 (1986). 
:l:Neither CASs, nor any other prescribed representational medium, can be (or should be attempted tobe) the sole means 
to accommodate th  rich and diverse ways we process information, formulate conjectures and attempt to solve problems. 
There are usually many ways to approach a problem situation or context, and these may invoke applications ofphysical 
and mathematical principles inquite different and interesting ways. This footnote argues for the creation of mathematics 
laboratories that make use of a wide variety of physical objects and computational processes through which students 
can discover mathematical principles and build intuitions, and upon which CASs can further enhance and develop in 
meaningful ways. 
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the consequence [17] that "the sum of the first n terms of an arithmetic progression plus n 2 times 
the difference term equals the sum of the next n terms of progression". [If the dots on the right 
triangle's hypotenuse are labeled "a"  and all other dots on the trapezoid are labeled "d",  then 
n-- I  Yk=0 (a + kd) + n~d = ~,~.S, I (a + kd) since the dots on the right triangle plus the dots on the square 
comprise the dots on the trapezoid.] 
As Thomas Tucker points out [18]: "One might cringe at a student integrating 1(1 + x 2) from 
0 to 1 by pressing a button and getting .785.I" But what about the arc length of y = x from x = 0 
to x = 17 Something lost, something ained." What will be lost (gained) by whom? John Hosack's 
remark [19] that "numerical integration can be developed as the 'norm' or 'standard', with closed 
form integration being considered as a special case" has some merit, particularly for engineering 
students and those oriented toward analysis. How might this emphasis affect student's propensities 
to discover patterns, seek relations and engage in creative mathematical explorations? 
Example 4 
Given the new norm of numerical integration or the use of a CAS whose program has no rational 
data output (e.g. the HP 28-S), how likely is it that students who compute 
fo ~/2 sinZx dx = 0.785398164, 
will be motivated to compute 
or  
f0 /2 sin 4 x dx = 0.589048623, 
o /2 sin 6 x dx = 0.490873852, 
or any other such integral? How many would be likely to look for a closed-form representation 
of 0.785389164? In particular, how realistic would it be to expect these students to wonder if 
0.785398164 might be "nicely" expressed in terms of the integral's upper bound? Those who divided 
0.785398164 by Ir/2 would obtain 0.50000000, and thereby discover that 
o "/2 sin s x dx = 1r/4. 
(Say, this is the same value as S~dx/(l + x2). What's the connection? And what about . . .  ?) This 
may very well motivate them to likewise divide the above computed numerical values by ~/2 and 
obtain 
sinx4dx = 3~/16 and sinx6dx = 5rG32. 
J0 
These closed-form integrals immediately suggest he readily proved recursive relation 
f.:2 2n_  l ff/2 sin s" x dx = sin 2"- g x dx. 
j0 2n 
A - f.a sin2. x dx, so that Letting 2. j0 
there follows 
{2n - 1 \ 
A2n = ~ )A2n- 2, 
n 1 3 n 1 .3  5 n 1-3 .5  
Az=2"2  ' A4=Az '4=2"2 .4 '  A6- -A4"6=2 2"4"6 '  
t "  • • • To think of the area under the curve y -- 1/(1 + x 2) from 0 to I as .785 and not n/4 is to miss all the beauty of a 
mysterious relationship between circles and triangles and areas and rates of change . . . .  " 
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and the discovery of Wallis' sine formula 
f~/2 rc 1"3 .5" . .2n -1  
sin 2~x dx = 2 2 .4 .6 . . .2n  
Inquisitive students who compute S~/2sin2x dx = 7t/4 are much more likely to make these 
discoveries. But so are students whose symbol sense has been enhanced (rather than weakened) by 
the creative uses of CASs.t 
We hear constantly that CASs will free students from the confines of simple contrived, problems 
and will enable them to work on more challenging problems. Will an increased emphasis on how 
the computing power of CASs can make more challenging problems impler also stimulate interest 
on how to make simpler problems more challenging? (The latter is nicely illustrated in Refs [22, 23].) 
What does this portend for students' curiosity or willingness to probe beyond first computations? 
Consider, for illustration purposes, the following simple problem. 
Example 5 
"Of all pairs of positive numbers having a given product P, which pair has the 
smallest sum?" 
Surely almost all students equipped with a CAS would find the answer by symbolic or graphical 
means [Figs 4(a) and (b)]. There is no need to prove or justify anything. Fini! 
S=x+y xy=p 
U 
S=x+ p - 
X 
S '=I  P =x/P 
-- x~ =*" X 
S~. -- 2x/p 
S(x)=x+ --P 
x 
I ,, x 
Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(b) 
(o,s) 
CO,2d'~ J 
xy :  p 
( 2~,0  ) (S,O) 
~ ~ I "--,-~dk....__ - P 
Y-T / 
/ I I x 
X X 
Fig. 4(c) Fig. 4(d) 
tin Ref. [20], Ross Honsberger asks how to partition a positive number n > 1 into a sum of positive integers 
mt +m2 +" .+m,  so that the product mtm, . . ,  mn is as large as possible. After showing that the largest possible 
product is obtained by using only 2s and 3s (with at most two 2s), Honsberger wonders "Why 3s? Is it because 3 is 
the integer nearest e?" In Ref. [21], it is shown by a natural generalization f the problem, that nearness to e is indeed 
the key! 
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What is the likelihood that students in this CAS-fostered "compute the answer" mode will shift 
to an "explore the answer" mode of thinking? [Noncalculus tudents equipped with a graphics 
calculator (or just a numerics calculator) can find the answer for specific values P = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
and thereby conjecture Fig. 4(b). But verification will compel them to probe further into this 
problem.] Why would students in a CAS-fostered computational mode of thinking look for 
different representations of the problem--say, for example, a dynamic one? See Fig. 4(c), which 
shows that the minimum sum must occur when and only when the moving line S = x + y is tangent 
to the fixed hyperbola xy = P. Reversing directions also shows that the maximum product of two 
positive numbers having a given sum S must occur when and only when the moving hyperbola 
xy = P is tangent o the fixed line S = x + y; that is, when the only when x = y. (See also Ref. 
[24].) 
Why would these students look for natural extensions or generalizations of the problem? For 
example, Fig. 4(c) illustrates that x + y >i 2x/~ = 2x /~ with equality holding if and only if x = y, 
and this is essentially the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. (Invite students to prove this 
inequality for n positive numbers, and then ask them to see if they can generalize this result.) Figure 
4(c) also suggests that the result carries over to three positive numbers, by observing that the 
minimum sum occurs when and only when the movable plane S = x + y + z is tangent to the fixed 
surface xyz = P. (Would students in a computational environment be more inclined to generalize 
via Lagrange multipliers?) Finally, how many students in "compute the solution mode" would even 
attempt o interpret and appreciate the roles played by either the problem's parameters or the 
solution's components [ ay, by comparing rates of change of x and P/x as in Fig. 4(d)]? Surely 
Fig. 4(d) reveals a great deal more than does Fig. 4(b). 
Example 6 
"In the best examples, a clever person makes the computer obedient; in the worst, 
an obedient person hopes that the computer is clever." [25] 
(a) Most calculus students can readily compute y '= -x /y  for x2+ 1 +y2= 0 by implicit 
differentiation. They would also find it easy to verify that y '=  -x /y  is the same answer as 
y'  = -xx~-1  -x  2 computed on the HP28-S and on most reasonably good CASs. Since there is 
no real-valued function y =f (x )  for which x 2 + 1 + y2 = 0, we see how CASs could foster careless 
or thoughtless mathematical processing by vitiating students' need to establish a priori that y is 
indeed a differentiable function of x, and by enabling students to compute the derivative of a 
nonexistent real-valued function. (Of course, these CASs are interpreting y = ~-1  -x  2 and its 
derivatives as complex-valued functions, but the interpretations of these results are not yet 
accessible to students who have no knowledge of complex function theory.) Although "strange 
results" and "anomalies" (e.g. evaluating y and y '  for some real value x) may confuse and mislead 
naive students, they can serve to challenge and motivate better students to explore and go beyond 
the course's constraints. 
(b) In attempting to graph 
tan(x + y) + tan(x - y) = 0, (1) 
students who implicitly differentiate equation (1) and obtain 
sec2(x + Y) + sec2(x - y) 
y '  = - (2) 
sec2(x + y) -- sec2(x -- y ) '  
may be motivated to use a CAS to ascertain the correctness of their result. Although CAL: the 
Math Processor was able to obtain (2) by implicitly differentiating equation (1), most CASs will 
report hat they cannot implicitly differentiate equation (1). For F(x, y) = tan(x + y) + tan(x - y), 
version 4.12 of muMath readily computed 
Fx = sec~(y + x) + sec:(y - x), (3) 
Fy = secH(y + x) - sec2(y - x) (4) 
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and gave y '= G/F•, as in equat ion (2). The same result (y '=  -FxlFy) was obtained Using 
MicroCalc  3.01. 
Students who wonder  where y '  does not exist might quickly turn to their CASs to seek more 
t ransparent  or  more convenient representat ions of  y '  to work  with. Using muMath 's  TRGEXPD 
(expr, integer) commands,  students might readi ly obtain the fol lowing alternate forms of  Fx and 
C: 
4 + 2 cos(2y - 2x) + 2 cos(2y + 2x) 
Fx = 1 + cos(2y - 2x) + cos(2y + 2x) + [cos(4y)]/2 + [cos(4x)]/2 ' (3a) 
16 + 32 cos2y cos 2 x -- 16 cos2y -- 16 cos 2 x 
Fx = 8 + 16 cos 2 y cos 2 x -- 16 cos 2 y + 8 cos 4 y -- 16 cos 2 x + 8 cos 4 y '  (3b) 
2 cos(2y -- 2x) - 2 cos(2y + 2x) 
Fy = 1 + cos(2y -- 2x) + cos(2y + 2x) + [cos(4y)]/2 + [cos(4x)]/2 ' 
(4a) 
32 cos y cos x sin y sin x 
Fy = 8 + 16 cos 2 y cos 2 x - 16 cos 2 y + 8 cos 4 y - 16 cos 2 x + 8 cos 4 x (4b) 
and, from equat ions (3b) and (4b), obta in 
y '  = [ -  16 - 32 cos 2 y cos 2 x + 16 cos 2 y + 16 cos 2 x] 
I 1 COS 3 X COS X 
× 4 cos y cos x sin y sin x 4 4 cos y sin y sin x - 2 cos y sin y sin x 
+ 
cos 3 y cos y 
4 cos x sin y sin x 2 cos x sin y sin x 
cos y cos x 1 
+ 2 sin y sin x_] 
[8 + 16 cos 2 y cos 2 x - 16 cos 2 y + 8 cos 4 y - 16 cos 2 x + 8 cos 4 x ]. 
These at tempted "simpl i f icat ions," o f  course, are not very helpful (different integer values in the 
TRGEXPD (expr, integer) command would have produced different representations of Fx, Fy).'~ 
However,  muMath 's  FCTR (DYDX)  command would reduce the above formula for y' to 
-- 1 + (1 -- 2 cos 2 x)cos2 y + cos 2 x y '= 
2 cos y cos x sin y sin x 
(2a) 
This reveals that y '  fails to exist at points (x, y )  satisfying equat ion (1) for which x = nn/2 or 
y = mn/2 (n, m ~ Z). But wait! Surely it would have been much easier for students to obtain this 
same conclusion from equat ion (2), by using sec 2 0 = 1/cos: 0 and the expansions of  cos(x +y) :  
y ,= _ cos2(x -- y )  + cos2(x + Y) 
(2 cos x cos y ) (2  sin x sin y) 
= _ cos2( x - y )  + cos2(x + y)  
sin 2 x sin 2y 
(2b) 
tAs CASs evolve and better enable students to control the forms of transformations, we will have to pay more attention 
to helping students exercise that control--how to make intelligent decisions on which types of simplifications to seek. 
CAMWA | 9/6.---E 
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CAL was "told" to simplify equation (2) via the identity sec 2 0 = 1 + tan 2 0. The result 
- tan2(x - y) 2 tan2(x + y) y '=  
tan2(x + y) _ tan2(x _ y) [tan2(x + y) _ tan2(x + y)]2 
2 tan2(x - y) tan2(x + y) 
+ [tan2(x + y) _ tan2(x _ y)]2 - tan2(x + y) _ tan2(x _ y) 
is not very helpful, unless students further reduce it by hand and obtain 
2 + tan2(x + y) + tan2(x - y) 
y '  = (2c) 
tan2(x + y) - tan2(x - y) ' 
which is what the HP 28-S yields after simplification of -Fx/Fy. Now it may become clear that 
equation (1) forces the denominator o fy '  in equation (2c) to become identically equal to zero. But, 
once again, in the absence of a CAS, students would have immediately obtained equation (2c) 
directly from equation (2), via the identity sec 2 0 = I + tan 2 0. 
So what does the graph of equation (1) look like? Mathematica couldn't graph equation (1). Nor 
can Maple 4.1, Vaxima 2.11 or muMath 4.12. But students can! Simply rewriting equation (1) as 
tan(x + y) = tan(y - x) yields x + y = y - x +jn,  or x =jn/2 (/e Z). Thus, it should be clear that 
the graph of equation (1) is the set of perforated vertical ines 
{(x,y):x=n~ for y~(2m+l)rc/2, andx=(2n+l)~/2for yv~mn, where, n,m~Z}. 
What can be said about the level curves, 
tan(x + y) + tan(x - y) = k, (la) 
for F(x,y) = tan(x +y)+ tan(x -y)? Since tan( -0 )= tan 0, it is clear that for any fixed k, the 
solution set for equation (la) is symmetric about the x-axis and is the reflection about the v-axis 
of the solution set for -k .  Note, furthermore, that equation (la) forces the denominator of y '  in 
equation (2c) to assume the form k[k -2  tan(x -y ) ] .  Thus, y '  does not exist for k =0 or for 
tan(x - y) = k/2 [ = tan(x + y)]. 
Part (b) of this example illustrates that too quick reliance on CASs can make a simple problem 
complex. 
In the marketplace of instruction, it is easy to be bullish on CASs. I am. But our enthusiasm 
for their potential benefits must be tempered by their potential for misuse and loss. CASs can vitiate 
conceptual understanding if they are permitted to foster an immediacy toward, or an overemphasis 
on, computation. CASs can also preclude or thwart creative thinking if we allow them to 
anesthetize our impulses to consider other representations, to seek new relationships lurking in 
representations, and to be innovative in how we process information. 
In Ref. [18], Tucker concludes by asking: "Must it be something ained, something lost? Can't 
it just be something ained?" I believe that each question can be answered "yes". As we gain greater 
experience with and appreciation of these valuable new instructional tools, we will lose more of 
our naivet6 and narrow perspectives of "what" we can teach and "how" we can do so more 
effectively. And yes, there can be just gain if we use CASs in knowledgable and creative ways, 
understanding that CASs are but one of many means for teaching and learning mathematics. 
5. IMPACT ON STUDENTS AND THE PARAMETERS OF  INSTRUCTION 
"I hear and I forget; I see and I remember; I do and I understand." 
Old Chinese Proverb [26] 
"I never remember what I learned; I never forget what I experienced." 
SIGMUND FREUD 
It is well known that a large constellation of behavioral and psycho-social factors may be at work 
in predisposing students to success or failure in mathematics ourses, particularly so at the more 
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introductory level courses [27, 28]. In what ways will CASs affect students and influence the 
parameters of instruction? 
5.1. Instructional environments 
The quality and quantity of interaction in instruction are important ingredients for learning. 
Some students prefer to work alone, some do better in small groups, and others learn best through 
different forms of give and take. How, and at what rate, information ispresented and experienced 
are also important, since students have different primary modes and capacities for processing 
information.t Given the demographic projections of our changing student populations, it is also 
worth noting that people from other cultures and those with different physiological propensities 
do learn to learn differently.:~ 
CASs can provide expanded opportunities for students to work and interact in different 
instructional settings. While independent study, laboratory environments, guided explorations and 
more interactive classroom sessions may be beneficial to many students, too much emphasis on 
particular CAS-related learning environments may disadvantage and be counterproductive to 
others. Is it clear what mix (of which types) of CAS learning environments is better suited for 
whom? (Also see Section 5.6.). 
5.2. Symbol sense 
The derivative of y = e "~nx is: 
y, _ e"~nx  In e [Maple 4.0], 
x 
ne n lnx  
y ' -  [Maple 4.1, CAL 2.0, MicroCalc 3.01, Mathematica, HP 28-S]. 
x 
Apparently, none of the cited computational packages recognizes§ that y = x" and y' = nx "-t. How 
many students will? Since graphs are also symbols, it seems reasonable to ask how many students 
who compare the graphs off(x) = e "t"~ and g(x) = x" will corroborate or discover the "fact" that 
the graphs off(x) and g(x) are indeed identical? [Sincef(x) is defined only for x > 0, the difference 
functions f(x) -g (x )  and g(x) - f (x )  each vanish on their domain x > 0; and since the graph of 
g(x) is the restriction of the graph off (x)  on x ~ (0, oo), the simultaneous superposition of the 
graphs of f (x)  and g(x) depicts the single graph f (x)  for all x e R.] 
What kind of symbol sense should we expect of students? 
For too many students, the symbol transcends its essence: symbols, rather than the concepts they 
represent, are the subjects of mathematics. Will increased emphasis on push-button symbolic 
computations (giving greater prominence to the symbols on the keys) exacerbate his problem? 
What danger is there that for many students, CAS computations and displayed results will also 
transcend their essence (symbol processing being perceived as the operations of mathematics)? In 
what ways might the uses of CASs help reduce (deepen) these misperceptions. 
Increased emphasis on symbolic computations carries with it the potential for increased 
mystification and alienation when students have no understanding of a displayed result, (not to 
mention its correctness or derivation). What kinds of understandings and insights might students 
gain Oose) because of their abilities (inabilities) to interpret and interrelate displayed solutions' 
fThe responses I "read" you; I "hear" you; I "see" what you mean; I "grasp" the idea; it "feels" right, etc. illustrate different 
manifestations of people's primary modes of perceiving, assimilating and processing information. 
~/Styles of participation conducive to learning also vary with culture. North American Indians may learn best through 
observation. Oriental students eem to do well without heavy emphasis on classroom participation. Students from 
Anglo-French cultures generally require more interaction, but not as much as Hispanic students. (See Ref. [27].) 
§Neither Mathematica nor the HP28-S can simplify its answer; Maple 4.0 does not recognize that In e = 1; the Maple 4.1 
answer can be simplified (by the EXPAND command) to (nx" ) /x ;  CAL 2.0 produces the following sequence of 
transformations: 
ne Èlnx l ne  Inx" 1 
- - - - "1 . - -  " ---~-- "Xn .H  --~ xn-  l .n .  
X X X X 
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symbols and components to the wbole? How can we help students recapture and discover patterns 
and relationships that are masked in CAS-displayed results (say, decimal representations for 
coefficients in Taylor series expansions)? 
5.3. Solution verification and conjecture generalization [see Example 2(a)] 
Should we expect students to be able to find the limit as n~ of g~(x)=x/~ and 
g~(x) = x/x + g,_ l(X)? To visually deduce the limit graph x = y2_y  (y/> 0) from the graphs of 
gn(x) for sufficiently many values of n? How many students who are given y = (1 _ x /q+ 4x)/2 
as potential answers for the problems in Example 2(a) could verify which, if any, of these results 
do indeed solve each problem? The computational economics of quickly and easily processing many 
test cases is a double-edged sword: it can help students reject an incorrect result as well as increase 
their willingness to accept an incorrect result (by choosing poor test cases or special cases for which 
the result is true). Viz: does 
( l+x / l+4x) /E=x/X+. . .+~x+x/~?  (What about at x=0?)  
To what extent should students he able to verify or justify a CAS-comlmted result? To go about testing 
a conjecture? 
Some CASs can perform a sequence of transformations that leads from one symbolic 
representation to an equivalent one (see Example 6). To what extent should students be able to 
reconcile and relate multiple representations of a problem's olution?i" 
Problem solving is different from problem posing, and conjecture verification different from 
conjecture generation. To what extent should students be expected to think, and use CASs to 
explore, how their results may be generalized or modified to accommodate other contexts? (See 
Example 5.) 
5.4. Mathematical exploration 
Insightful questions and well sequenced exercises can raise students' levels of understanding and 
help them make discoveries. Using CAS with poorly posed questions or unstructured problems will 
raise students' levels of anxiety and lead them to despair. Students engaged in self-directed 
explorations on CASs may acquire interesting mathematical results, or interesting mathematical 
misconceptions. How much structure and guidance is recommended (for which students?) to engage 
in what kind of mathematical exploration? What higher-order knowledge and skills (trameending 
subject-specific matter) do students need to do "meaningful" research at their level---to know when 
they've discovered something important, and what makes it so? 
5.5. Syllabus-student i erface 
How much can we realistically prune from or add to a course's yllabus? There are two issues 
here: amount of material that deserves to be covered and students' capacities to assimilate what 
is being covered. 
Syllabus. Consider, for example, the most frequently cited topic in calculus--techniques of 
integration. Although the derivation of an elementary function is an elementary function, the 
antiderivative of an elementary function eed not be elementa__q~Don't students deserve to be given 
some explanation why certain functions (e.g. lx~-x-x, x/1 -x  2) have elementary antiderivatives 
whereas other similar looking functions (e.g. 3 lx/i -x ,  x/1 - x 3) do not? Student s appreciation of 
the sparseness of functions that can be integrated in closed form can help them understand why 
tCompare, for example, 
fsin x dx sin 3 x 2 cos______~x [Maple 4 1]; = - - -  
3 3 4 
and 
I 
-log[- 1 + tan(x/2)] log[1 + tan(x/2)] 
f T___  ~___  ~ sec 3 x dx = _ 
sin 1 / x t zcor x--~---;-- + 2 In (sec x + tan x), 
cos  3x cos  3 x 3 cos x + T [Mathematica]; = - cos x + ---~- [CAL 2.0], 
2 tan(x/2) tan(x/2) 
4- [Mathematical, 
[ - -  1 -4- tan2(x /2) ]  2 --  1 -4- tan2(x /2 )  
[Maple 4.1]. 
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they are required to learn to integrate only certain specific functions (is there a consensus of which 
types?) encountered in their calculus texts. It can also motivate them to pay more attention to 
nonexact and nonclosed form te~es  in general. There are accessible theorems that characterize 
when certain functions (e.g. rex/1 -x  n for natural numbers m, n) have elementary antiderivatives 
[29]. (Work by Risch [30, 31] establishes that there is an algorithm for determining whether an 
antiderivative is elementary.) 
The increased emphasis on numerical integration carries with it a concomitant emphasis on 
strategies for its realization. Thus, while deemphasizing the role of substitutions for producing 
closed-form integration, we should give more attention to the roles of transformations i  numerical 
methods of integration--as, for example, applications of transformations when using Simpson's 
rule to evaluate improper integrals and integrands with unbounded erivatives (see Ref. [32]). 
Many of the substitutions u ed to produce closed-form integration do provide nice illustrations 
of transformations, a fundamental notion in doing mathematics. Similarly, although the use of 
partial fractions has limited computational value, it does nicely illustrate how to attack a problem 
via its prime-factor decomposition a d how the method of undetermined coefficients can be used 
to achieve aparticular solution format. Both of these are fundamental mathematical processes. The 
point made here is that many topics rendered obsolete for computational purposes can still be used 
to illustrate and strengthen students' appreciation of fundamental mathematical principles and 
processes. 
The preceding remarks demonstrate that the introduction of CASs into the curriculum does not 
necessarily reduce the amount or treatment of subject matter needed to properly cover a topic; it 
may require more! 
Students. There is a paucity of research on how much time, effort, and experimental processing 
students need in order to assimilate and integrate information for purposes of higher-order thinking 
and analysis. Since the introduction of new material usually constitutes a cognitive "trade up" to 
more demanding conceptual material and new application contexts, it is not clear how much more 
should be added to a course's yllabus. 
Since much remains unknown about he role and value that routine processes and computations 
play in learning mathematics, it is not obvious what intellectual deadwood should be culled from 
or traded off from a course's yllabus. Does proficiency with straightforward, mechanical processes 
give students sufficient satisfaction or motivation to stay vested and continue coping with harder, 
more varied subject matter? How much routine, repetitive material is needed to provide students 
with intellectual rest stops before driving on to more demanding mathematical terrain? 
There is no simple answer to how densely packed with ideas and experiences any particular 
mathematics ourse should be. Beyond students' intellectual acumen and knowledge of course 
prerequisites, much depends on their maturity, predispositions, and academic environment in which 
mathematics ourses are embedded.t 
#.6. Changing perspectives 
Many students lose interest in studying mathematics because they do not see its relevance or 
utility. By enabling students to apply learned mathematical principles and solve practical problems 
much earlier in their coursework, CASs can help keep students vested in learning mathematics. On 
the other hand, too much reliance on CASs too early may sap students' incentives to understand 
and learn the theory underlying CAS displayed results. How much use of CASs at what entry points 
is best for whom? What kinds of instructional strategies will enable us to stimulate and motivate 
as many students as possible within a given course? 
"The presence of variation and uncertainty constitutes a fundamental difference 
between mathematics and statistics. Effective statisticians are comfortable with data 
that are variable and often suspect for many reasons. Many mathematicians are not 
comfortable with variation." Ronald D. Snee [33]. 
tWhere students take their courses may also reflect how much time and effort they can realistically allocate to courses. 
Compare, for example, the obligations and demands on students at high schools, liberal arts colleges, military academies, 
church-based academic institutions and community colleges (where students are more likely to have heavy financial and 
family responsibilities). 
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Many of the classes we teach are made up of students with diverse career objectives. Thus, they 
have differing predispositions toward various kinds of mathematical knowledge and ways of using 
it. Students also have different propensities and capacities for problem solving and exploration.t 
(The intellectual and psychological requirements for solving concrete, answer-specific problems 
amenable to a few solution approaches are quite different from what may be required to cope with 
unstructured, nonclearly posed problems that may have no unique solution.) CASs can, and most 
likely will, bring these differences into bolder relief. How do we accommodate he difference 
cognitive and affective needs of students within the same course? Can we? What are the inteUecmal, 
psychological and experimental prerequisites that students must have in order to make effective uses 
of CASs, in different courses and at different grade levels? How will more concept-oriented, 
experientially enriched courses change our definition of what constitutes remediation? 
5. Z Knowledge assessment 
The notion of learning has a wide range of interpretations--both in terms of what "knowledge" 
means and what is required to reach that state of knowing. What we assess and how we do so has 
considerable impact on students' perceptions of what is expected and how well they are meeting 
these expectations. 
As reward mechanisms, our tests and exams hape and influence students' values and learning 
as much, if not more, than what we say or do in class. Unfortunately, CASs have widened (and 
made more transparent) the gap between what we want and expect and what we request and accept. 
We stress enhanced understanding and critical thinking, but our test questions tress routine 
processes and computations exemplified by the verbs "solve", "sketch", "evaluate", calculate", 
"compute '~, "differentiate", "integrate", invert", etc . . . .  precisely those mindless processes keyed 
to what CASs can do best. (See Ref. [1, pp. 179-211].) Asking students to "state and prove" also 
re~,eals no understanding of what may have been memorized. A first step toward reducing the 
disparity between our educational goals and our assessment objectives is to begin using examina- 
tion questions characterized bythe verbs "define and illustrate", explain", "express", describe", 
"compare", "justify", "interpret", etc . . . .  actions that transcend or envelop first-order CAS 
processing. Resolution of simple paradoxes can also be very useful for testing understanding. 
Essay-type questions on exams and homework assignments ["compare the types of problems and 
their solution techniques in this section (chapter) with those in . . .  "], and term papers or projects 
["summarize this chapter's (course's) key principles and discuss their inter-relationships"] areonly 
a few of the ways that we can better monitor what students have learned. Responding to such 
assignments, keeping mathematical logbooks, writing letters explaining topics to friends (real or 
imaginary) can also help students better assess what they know, and lead them to better appreciate 
mathematics a a logical, coherent subject hat can be effectively communicated. 
Written essays require labor intensive processing, and they disadvantage c rtain populations of 
students. It is not always practical (certainly not for large lecture classes) or appropriate (without 
some faculty training or competence in writing) to expect he instructor to edit, correct and evaluate 
what is turned in, and then demand suitable revision. The additional cognitive burden imposed by 
the demands of gramatically correct written essays may also be inappropriate for many foreign 
students (unless we let them write in their own native language) and for those whose personal 
profiles are not well suited to written presentations. The intent of these remarks is not to suggest 
that written assignments are impractical or of little value, but rather to suggest that other means 
of assessment also be given consideration. 
Oral communication a d assessment is valuable. Fifteen or twenty minutes of probing discourse 
with a student, using a CAS, could reveal a great deal (to the student as well as to the instructor) 
about he student's state of knowledge--in many cases, more than might one or two 50-min written 
exams. This form of assessment is much more efficient for reconnoitering the course's landscape 
tHarvey administered psychological tests to university students over a number of years. In Ref. [34], he identified four 
epistemological types and their distribution among first-year university students. 
In Ref. [35], Maruyama uses the term mindzcape to mean "a structure of reasoning, cognition, perception, 
conceptualization, design, planning, and decision making that may vary from one individual, profession, culture, or 
social group to another". He distinguishes four pure mindscapes and their combinations, and illustrates their aspects 
at the overt, covert and abstract levels. 
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and probing the depth of a student's understanding. Beyond verifying the attainment of certain 
subject-specific knowledge, we can also better gauge what students have gained from our courses 
by observing what they do when they don't know answers to problems. (See also Refs [36, 37].) 
CASs enable faculty to customize xaminations for students, thereby better assessing how much 
each student has gained. CASs may also make it easier for faculty to better tailor the types and 
dates of exams to students' styles and rates of learning. (See also Ref. [38, pp. xviii-xix].) 
Perceptions of objects, systems and processes vary considerably among people, and this has great 
bearing on how mathematical notions are perceived and applied. This is clearly true in our lectures. 
As we expound on mathematical principles, students are busily concocting their own idiosyncratic 
versions based on their own private logic. Cognitive misconceptions are not confined to students 
in developmental mathematics or to those whose backgrounds do not reward clear and precise 
thinking. (See Refs [35, 39, 40].) In the margins of Bourbaki's texts, for instance, the roadway 
danger signal Z (caution, "dangerous bend") is followed by elaborative comments designed to help 
prevent readers from making wrong interpretations that are consistent with the antecedent 
exposition. What kinds of misconceptions are students more likely to adopt by working with CASs? 
In what ways can CASs be effective in helping students discover and root out their misconceptions? 
Standardized examinations and advance placement ests are both leading impetuses and 
constraining influences for instructional changes. Should students be allowed to use hand-held 
CASs in these exams? If so, are there minimum or maximum levels of sophistication that such CASs 
should have? Should examinations contain questions that also test students' understanding of the 
strengths, limitations and uses of the CASs permitted in those exams? In what ways might the use 
of CASs in such examinations alter the format, administration, diagnostic or predictive utility of 
these examinations? 
6. IMPACT ON FACULTY 
Teaching plays a central role in the academic areers of most mathematics faculty. The use of 
CASs will influence and be influenced by the type and quality of mathematics knowledge that 
faculty have, and their psychological capacities to accommodate changed roles and social status 
in the instructional environment (e.g. from possessors and bestowers of knowledge to co-investi- 
gators in collaborative l arning experience). What are the consequences of the changing epistemo- 
logical and social roles of mathematics teachers? 
Career development research corroborates our own experiences in academia that the priorities 
and commitments of beginning college instructors differ from those of professors at mid-career, 
and that these are usually quite different for faculty nearing retirement.]" We also know that 
colleagues from different disciplines, adjuncts, neophyte teachers, and teaching assistants also vary 
considerably in their mathematical interests, abilities to choreograph learning, concern for students, 
and their own investments in the mathematics urriculum. Thus, it is not clear which teachers will 
be able or willing to accommodate the increased demands and expectations of motivated, 
competent students doing mathematics on CASs. Which populations of teachers are or will be at 
risk as CASs assume greater prominence in mathematics instruction? What does this portend for 
the quality and quantity of part-time mathematics faculty we can hire? 
How much prominence can we expect for CASs in mathematics instruction? The answer is not 
obvious, given the present under-utilization of computers in the mathematics urriculum. Success- 
ful curriculum innovation requires the continuing broadly supported efforts of a mathematics 
department, as opposed to ad hoe approaches where a few colleagues each use different software 
packages, and others use none at all. If CASs are to become practical educational tools, shouldn't 
all students across the same mathematics ourse (e.g., Calculus 1) be afforded some predetermined 
tNewly appointed assistant professors are most preoccupied with disciplinary competence and, as a group, tend to devote 
more of their time and effort o research; during their time-linked drive toward tenure, many professors are torn between 
different competing demands (teaching, research, family); mid-career faculty are more likely to recognize their academic 
limitations and begin to adjust heir career goals downward to conform to their changing self-images; faculty within 
five years of retirement tend to have professional goals and begin to withdraw from academia [41]. (See also Refs 
[42, 43].) 
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min imum exposure to CASs? Shouldn' t  his exposure be reinforced and cont inued in students'  next 
courses (Calculus 2, etc.)? Considerable time and training is required in order to be effective with 
CASs. How will students find the time, and where will they acquire the training needed to use 
CASs? Since the burdens and the rewards for becoming proficient with CASs will vary considerably 
amongst  faculty, it may not be reasonable to expect all faculty to be willing or able to use CASs 
in teaching mathematics.  To what extent should Mathemat ics  Departments  recognize the changing 
professional needs of  their faculty at different points in their academic careers? How should 
incentives and resources be used to encourage all faculty members to become effective in using 
CASs for their teaching and research? Should such departmenta l  training investments also be made 
in untenured faculty or in others whose ties to the department  are tenuous? What  are the obligations 
and responsibilities of Mathematics Department o its students? To its faculty? 
Increased emphasis on mathemat ics  as a laboratory  science carries with it increased costs for its 
realization. Since academic inst itut ions have l imited or decreasing financial resources to meet these 
needs, it may be necessary to change priorit ies or  make tradeoffs: class size, min imum enrol lments 
for courses, hir ing policies, travel budgets, etc. vs new computer  equipment,  maintenance and 
support  personnel,  faculty and student raining, etc. In what other ways might CASs alter academic 
priorities and parameters of instruction? 
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